As specialty glass producer and technology company SCHOTT has been delivering various high tech products to the smartphone industry for over 10 years. Our competence is based on more than 125 years of experience in the research and development of specialty glass. Be smart. Use SCHOTT.

**Smart Phone. Smart Glass.**

Enabling mobile communication – in 1 billion mobile phones every year
Smart glass encapsulation technology guarantees the performance of quartz crystals, responsible for flawless voice, video and data communication.

Protecting image sensors
SCHOTT’s ultra-thin glass is the global standard for protecting image sensors in mobile devices.

Boosting picture quality
SCHOTT’s optical filters push cameras to new performance heights, enabling high-end photography in ultra-small mobile imaging devices.

Protecting your mobile phone
Xensation™ Cover – the world’s strongest smartphone cover glass – protects not only your phone, but also your digital life on the go.
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